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We define extended conflict free dependencies in the context of functional and multivalued 
dependencies and prove that there exists an acyclic, dependency preserving, 4NF database 
scheme if and only if the given set of dependencies has an extended conflict free cover. This 
condition can be checked in polynomial time. A polynomial time algorithm to obtain such a 
scheme for a given extended conflict free set of dependencies is also presented. The result is 
also applicable when the data dependencies consists of only functional dependencies, giving 
the necessary and sufftcient condition for an acyclic, dependency preserving BCNF database 
scheme. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Semantic constraints play an important role in the design and implementation of 
relational databases. Important among these constraints are functional dependen- 
cies (FDs) and multivalued dependencies (MVDs). Given a collection of attributes 
and a collection of data dependencies, the database design problem addressed by 
several researchers is to obtain a database scheme with certain desirable properties. 
Some of the desirable properties that are considered in the literature are: preserva- 
tion of dependencies, normal forms such as 3NF, BCNF, 4NF [Ul 1, and acyclicity 
[BFMY]. Informally, we say a database scheme is desirable with respect to a given 
set of dependencies if it is acyclic, in 4NF, and dependency preserving. We restrict 
the data dependencies to FDs and MVDs as in [BFMY, BK, Ll, L2, Ka, YOl]. 
Even for such a restricted class of dependencies, the design problem is still difficult; 
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and no necessary and sufficient condition for a desirable database scheme has been 
found. Below, we briefly review some of the related results. 
In the context of only MVDs, it was shown [L2, BFMY] that the necessary and 
sufficient condition for a desirable database scheme is the given set of MVDs being 
conflict free. Moreover, in this case the desirable database scheme is unique and can 
be obtained in polynomial time [Ll]. However, when FDs and MVDs are brought 
together there is no such solution. Many researchers have proposed different 
approaches to transfer a set D of FDs and MVDs to a set M of MVDs for the pur- 
pose of relational database design. One previous approach is to consider the MVD 
counterparts of FDs [L2]. Since different semantics of FDs and MVDs are not dis- 
tinguished, this approach does not provide satisfactory answers [YOl]. Another 
approach [BK, Ka] is to obtain a set C(D), called the close set, of MVDs from the 
given set D of dependencies; perform the decomposition with respect to C(D), and 
then use the FDs to obtain the final database scheme. It was shown [BK, Ka] that 
if C(D) is conflict free then there exists a dependency preserving 3NF database 
scheme with respect to D. However, this condition is not sufficient if the database 
is also required to be acyclic or 4NF, i.e., a desirable database scheme. A similar 
approach has been used in [YOl]. That is, a set E(D), called the envelope set, of 
MVDs is obtained from D so that the database scheme with respect to D can be 
obtained by considering onZy the MVDs in E(D). Utilizing the envelope set, a 
definition of extended conflict free set of dependencies is given in [YOl], and it was 
shown that this condition is sufficient for the existence of a desirable database 
scheme. However. there may exist a desirable database scheme even when the given 
set of dependencies violates this condition; i.e., it is not a necessary condition. 
In this paper, we further investigate the interactions between FDS and MVDs 
and give a characterization of a set D of FDs and MVDs by a set A4 of right 
reduced MVDs such that D can be obtained from M. We utilize this result to give 
a modified definition for the extended conflict free dependencies in the context of 
FDs and MVDs, and prove that there exists a desirable database scheme if and 
only if the set of dependencies has an extended conflict free cover. This condition 
can be checked in polynomial time. A polynomial time algorithm is also provided 
to lined a desirable database scheme for a given extended conflict free set of 
dependencies. Since in the context of only FDs, the 4NF becomes the BCNF, this 
result also gives the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an 
acyclic, dependency preserving, BCNF database scheme with respect to a set of 
FDs. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review the 
fundamental results and give the notations that are utilized in the paper. In 
Section 3, the interactions between sets of FDs and MVDs and sets of right reduced 
MVDs are investigated. The main result of this section is to show that a set D of 
FDs and MVDs can be represented by a set M of right reduced MVDs such that 
D can be obtained from M. The definition of extended conflict free set of dependen- 
cies is given in Section 4. Section 5 provides some utility lemmas. In Section 6, we 
present Proposition 6.1, which states that there exists a desirable database scheme 
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with respect to a set D of dependencies if and only if D has an extended conflict free 
cover. The proof for the only if part of Proposition 6.1 is also given in Section 6. In 
Section 7, a constructive proof of the if part of Proposition 6.1 is provided, which 
gives an algorithm to find such a desirable database scheme for a given extended 
conflict free set of dependencies. Section 8 offers the conclusion. 
2. BASIC CONCEPTS AND TERMINOLOGY 
We assume that the reader is familiar with data dependencies such as FDs, 
MVDs, and join dependencies (JDs); with the notions of Boyce-Codd normal form 
(BCNF), third (3NF) and fourth (4NF) normal forms [Ul]; and with the acyclic 
database schemes [BFMY]. We use U to denote a universal relation scheme, i.e., 
a set of attributes. R = {R,, . . . . R,} denotes a database scheme and Ri denotes a 
relational scheme. F and M denote sets of FDs and MVDs over U, respectively, and 
D denotes a set of dependencies, i.e., D = Fu M. LHS(D) denotes the set of all 
left-hand sides of dependencies in D. 
In this paper the following sound and complete set of inference rules for FDs and 
MVDs is used [Ul]: 
Al (reflexivity for FDs) 
A2 (augmentation for FDs) 
A3 (transitivity for FDs) 
A4 (complementation for MVDs) 
A5 (augmentation for MVDs) 
A6 (transitivity for MVDs) 
A7 
A8 
If YEX then X+ Y. 
If X+ Y then X2+ YZ. 
If X-+ Y and Y-+Z then X+Z. 
If X-++ Y then X-H (V-XY). 
If X--H Y and VG Wthen XW-++ YV. 
IfX+ Yand Y++ZthenX+(Z-Y). 
IfX-+YthenX++ Y. 
If X -+ Y, Z E Y, and for some W disjoint 
from Y, W --* Z, then X+ Z. 
A join dependency is denoted as *(RI, .. . . R,) or *(R), where R = {R,, . . . . R,}, is 
a database scheme and Ri, 1 < i< n are relation schemes. A database scheme 
R= {RI,..., R,}+ over U is a (lossless) decomposition with respect to a set D of FDs 
and MVDs if D b *(R). A join tree for R is a tree with set R of nodes such that 
(a) each edge e = (Ri, Rj) is labeled by the set of attributes Rin Rj, and (b) for 
every pair Ri, Rj, where i # j, and every A in Ri n Rj, each edge along the unique 
path between R, and Rj includes A (possibly among others) [BFMY]. We may use 
the edge e = ( Ri, Rj) and its label Ri n RI interchangeably if there is no confusion. 
’ We assume R is nonredundant, that is, for any pair R, and R, of relation schemes in R, R, g R, 
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A database scheme R is aq&ic if there is a join tree for R[BFMY]. R is said to 
be in 4NF with respect to D if for any R, in R, whenever a nontrivial MVD 
X - W holds in R;, so does the FD X-r Ri [Fa]. R is said to preserre an 
FD X+ Y if there exists a relation scheme Ri in R such that XY c R,. R is a 
dependency preserving decomposition with respect to D if there is a set F of FDs 
that are preserved by R such that *(R) v F o D [Ul, Ka]. R is said to bc a 
desirable database scheme with respect to D if R is an acyclic, 4NF, and dependency 
preserving decomposition with respect to D. Let D be a set of dependencies. Then 
D+ is the closure of D, i.e., the set of all dependencies implied by D. The dependem) 
basis DEP,)(X) of X with respect to D is the finest partition W,, . . . . W, of U-X 
such that for any X ++ V in D ’ , V-X is the union of some W,‘s in DEP,(X). We 
may use DEP(X) to denote DEP,(X) when there is no ambiguity. A key element 
of D is a set of attributes in LHS(D). 
Let M be a set of MVDs on U, X -++ W in M+ is said to be 
(1) trivial, if XW= U, or WC X; 
(2) left-reducible, if there is an X’ c X such that X’ - W is in M ’ ; 
(3) right-reducible, if there is a W’ c W such that X ++ W’ is a nontrivial 
MVD in M’; 
(4) transferable, if there is an X’ c X such that X’ -++ (X- X’) W is in M ‘. 
An MVD is said to be reduced if it is nontrivial, left-reduced (i.e., non-left-reducible), 
right-reduced (i.e., non-right reducible), and nontransferable [OY 1, OY2]. 
RDEP,(X) is used to denote all reduced dependents of X with respect to M. 
A set of attributes X is said to be a key of M iff RDEP,(X) # 0. We say an 
MVD X -++ W splits a set of attributes V if Wn I-'# 0 and V- XW# 0. A set of 
attributes X is said to split a set of attributes V with respect to M if there exists 
a set of attributes W in DEP(X) such that an MVD X - W splits V. M is said 
to be split free if for any pair of X and Y in LHS(M) X does not split Y. M is 
said to satisfy the intersection property if for any pair of X and Y in LHS(M). 
(DEP(X) n DEP( Y)) E DEP(Xn Y). M is said to be conj7ict jiee if (1) M is split 
free and (2) M satisfies the intersection property [L2, BFMY]. 
In the context of MVDs only, the following proposition gives a necessary and 
sufftcient condition for a desirable database scheme. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 [L2, BFMY]. Let M be a set of MVDs. There exists a 
desirable database scheme with respect to M if and only if M has a conflict jiiee cover. 
Furthermore, if there exists such a database scheme it is unique. 
The main contribution of this paper is to extend the concept of the conflict free 
set of MVDs to a set D of FDs and MVDs and to show that it is the necessary and 
sufftcient condition for a desirable database scheme with respect to D. Below we 
give some additional notations and related recent results that will be utilized in the 
rest of the paper. 
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Let R be an acyclic database scheme, let J(R) be a join tree for R. A set of MVDs 
generated from R, denoted as MVD(R), is defined as (X * W] X is an edge in 
J(R) and W is the union of nodes in one of two subtrees of J(R) resulting after 
the edge X is removed}. Then, by the proof of Theorem 8.8 in [BFMY], 
*(R) o MVD(R) and MVD(R) is conflict free. 
Given a set D of FDs and MVDs, if D k {X-r Y} then D /= {X -++ Y}; i.e., an 
FD may be treated as an MVD. However, the semantics of FDs and MVDs are not 
the same, and when dealing with a set of FDs and MVDs they should be 
distinguished properly. To achieve this, we distinguish the elements of DEP,(X), 
where Xc U, as M-dependents and F-dependents. The set of M-dependents of X 
with respect to D is MDEP.(X)= (W( WEDEP,(X) and D k X+ W}. The 
set of F-dependents of X with respect to D is FDEP,(X) = { W( WEDEP~(X) 
and D b X + W}. Obviously, DEP(X) = MDEP(X) u FDEP(X), and for each 
WE FDEP(X), 1 WI = 1. 
Several approaches have been proposed to represent certain semantics of FDs 
and MVDs in terms of MVDs only. Among them, the close set and envelope set of 
MVDs are useful tools. Let D be a set of MVDs and FDs. The close set C(D) for 
D is defined as C(D)= {X’ -++ W~XELHS(D) and X+=(AID b X-+A} and 
WE MDEP,(X)} [BK, Ka]. That is, C(D) is the set of right reduced MVDs 
implied by D, whose left-hand sides are closed by the FDs in D. The envelope set 
E(D) for D is defined as E(D) = {X --H WI XELHS(D) and WEMDEP(X)} 
[YOl]. The major difference between the close set and envelope set of MVDs 
is the placement of F-dependents of key elements in LHS(D). In the close set, 
those F-dependents are combined with key elements in LHS(D), while those 
F-dependents are rearranged as M-dependents according to all other M-dependents 
in the envelope set. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let D= {A -+ B, A --H C} be a set of FDs and MVDs on 
U=ABCE. Then C(D)= {AB+ CIE}, and E(D)= (A -+ CIE}. We can see 
that B is the only F-dependent of A in D. AB, the combination of A and B, is the 
only key element in LHS(C(D)), while B is an M-dependent of A in E(D). 
An important property of E(D) is that, if a database scheme is 4NF with respect 
to E(D) then it is also in 4NF with respect to D [YOl]. Thus, the envelope set 
provides a uniform approach to design a database with respect to D; i.e., a database 
scheme with respect to D can be obtained by considering only the MVDs in E(D) 
instead of considering FDs and MVDs separately. In the next section we present 
stronger relationships between a set of FDs and MVDs and a set of MVDs. 
3. INTERACTIONS BETWEEN FDS AND MDS 
Consider a set D of FDs and MVDs; and the corresponding envelope set E(D). 
The motivation for defining the envelope set [YOl ] was to obtain a set of MVDs 
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representing D so that a database with respect to D can be obtained by utilizing the 
MVDs in E(D). Although a database scheme 4NF with respect to E(D) is also 4NF 
with respect to D, E(D) may not imply D. Furthermore, different (i.e., non- 
equivalent) sets of FDs and MVDs may have equivalent envelope sets of MVDs. 
In this section, we are going to establish a one-to-one correspondence between the 
sets of FDs and MVDs and the sets of right reduced MVDs. That is, for any set 
D of FDs and MVDs, there exists a set M of right reduced MVDs characterizing 
D, in the sense that a set D’ of FDs and MVDs equivalent to D can be obtained 
from M. Then, since D is characterized by M, it is sufficient to consider only M for 
the design and analysis of a database scheme with respect to D. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let D be a set of FDs and MVDs and let M be a set of MVDs 
such that LHS(M) = LHS(D). D is said to be enveloped by M if 
(1) M-E(D), and 
(2) for each MVD X ++ Win M, WE MDEP,(X). 
Obviously, D is enveloped by its envelope set E(D). However, D is not necessarily 
enveloped by a set M’ of MVDs equivalent to E(D). For example, let U = ABC, 
D, = {A --, B}, D2 = {A + C}, M, = {A -H C}, M, = {A -H B}. Then E(D,) = 
{A++C)=Ml, E(D,) = {A -H B} = M2, and M, o M,. However, D, is 
enveloped by M, but not by Mz, and D, is enveloped by M, but not by M,. In 
fact, for any D and M, if A4 envelops D, then M is a right reduced set of MVDs 
and MS E(D). The following example shows that two sets of FDs and MVDs 
enveloped by the same set of right reduced MVDs are not necessarily equivalent. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let U=ABC, M={A+B}, D,={A+C}, and D2={A-++C}. 
Then, both D, and D, are enveloped by A4, but D, is not equivalent to D,. 
Note that, in the example above, D, + D,. Lemma 3.2 below shows that this is 
also the case in general. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let D, and D2 be two sets of FDs and MVDs such that D, c D,, 
and let W,, . . . . W,,, where n > 1, be sets of attributes in DEP,,(X) for some set of 
attributes X. If X does not split W,, . . . . W,, with respect to D,, then there exists a 
dependency Z + V (or, Z + V) in D, - D, such that Z n W, . . . W,, = 0, 
Vn Wi#rZ, for some Wie {W,, . . . . W,,}, and W, ... W,,- V#@. 
Proof: It directly follows Algorithm 7.6 in [Ul]. i 
LEMMA 3.2. Let M be,a set of right reduced MVDs. Then there exists a set D of 
FDs and MVDs such that D is enveloped by M, andfor any set D’ of FDs and MVDs 
that is enveloped by M, D k D’. 
We show this lemma constructively. That is, we first present a function 
FIND(M), which obtains a set of FDs and MVDs for a given set M of MVDs. 
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Then we show that FIND(M) is enveloped by A4 and FIND(M) + D for any set 
D of FDs and MVDs that is enveloped by M. 
FUNCTION FIND(M). 
Input: M: a set of right reduced MVDs. 
Output: A set FIND of FDs and MVDs such that FIND is enveloped by M, and 
Find k D for any set D of FDs and MVDs that is enveloped by M. 
begin Let M’ = {X-H WI XE LHS(M) and WE DEP,(X) and X -++ Wq! M}; 
F:=%; 
for each Z + V in M’ do 
ifthereisnoX-++WinMs.t.ZnW=@andVnW#% 
then F:=Fu {Z-t V}; 
FIND := Fu M 
end. 
The fact that FIND(M) is enveloped by M follows from the Definition 3.1. Thus, 
the following lemma is sufficient to show the correctness of the function FIND(M) 
and hence completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let M be a set of right reduced MVDs. Then for any set D of FDs 
and MVDs, if D is enveloped by M then FIND(M) l= D. 
Proof. Let F be the set of FDs obtained in the execution of FIND(M), i.e., 
FIND(M) = Fu M, and E(D) be the envelope set for D; E,= {X-t VI XE LHS(D) 
and VE FDEP,(X)}, and E,,,= (X + WIXELHS(D) and WgMDEP,(X)}. 
Then D o E, u E, and E, = E(D) o M. Thus, in order to show that 
FIND(M)+ D, it is sufficient to show E,G F. Suppose it is not true, i.e., there exists 
an FD Z + V in E, such that the FD Z -+ V is not in F. Since M envelops D, the 
MVD Z --H V is not in M, and thus, the MVD Z ++ V is in M’. The fact that 
Z + V is in M’ but Z -+ V is not in F, by the definition of FIND(M), implies that 
there exists an MVD X --tf W in M such that Z c W= Qr and Vn W# a. It 
follows that D k X + W n V, which contradicts that D is enveloped by M. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let D be a set of FDs and MVDs, and M be a set of right 
reduced MVDs. D is said to be characterized by M if 
(1) D is enveloped by M, and 
(2) If there exists a set D’ of FDs and MVDs, such that D’ is enveloped by 
M then D k D’. 
By Lemma 3.2, for any right reduced set M of MVDs there exists a set D of FDs 
and MVDs that is characterized by M. Furthermore, if two sets D and D’ are both 
characterized by M, then D o D’. In Example 3.1, D, is characterized by M but D, 
is not. The following proposition states relationships between the sets of FDs and 
MVDs and the sets of right reduced MVDs. 
571/45/3-11 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let D be a set of FDs and MVDs, and A4 be a set of right 






D is characterized by E(D). 
FIND(M) is characterized by M. 
D - FIND(E(D)) and Mo E(FIND(M)). 
(2) directly follows from the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
By (2), FIND(M) is characterized by M; thus, from the definition of the 
envelope set, we have Mo E(FIND(M)). By Lemma 3.3, FIND(E(D)) b D. Since 
D k E(D) and FIND(E(D)) = Fu E(D), where F is the set of FDs obtained in the 
execution of FIND(E(D)), we need only to show that for any FD Z -+ V in F, 
D /= Z + V. By the definition of FIND, Z + V is in F implies that VE DEP,,,,(Z) 
and Z -++ V is not in E(D). If D k Z + V then Z + VE E(D), which is a 
contradiction. 
(1) directly follows from Definition 3.2 and (3). 1 
By Proposition 3.1, the envelope set E(D) of a set D of FDs and MVDs does not 
only contain the structural dependencies in D but it also provides sufficient 
information to obtain D, i.e., FIND(E(D)) o D. In fact we can define a binary 
equivalence relation o on the set of all sets of right reduced MVDs such that 
M, o M2 if FIND(M,) o FIND(M,). However, the fact that M, o MZ does not 
necessarily imply that FIND(M,) oFIND(M,). Furthermore, there exists a one- 
to-one mapping between the set of equivalence classes of FDs and MVDs and the 
set of right reduced MVDs. Thus, we can use only the sets of MVDs to represent 
sets of FDs and MVDs without losing any information. 
4. EXTENDED CONFLICT FREE DEPENDENCIES 
For a set M of MVDs, having a conflict free cover is the necessary and sufficient 
condition for the existence of a desirable database scheme with respect to M [L2, 
BFMY]. Katsuno, Yuan, and Ozsoyoglu have proposed different extended conflict 
free sets of FDs and MVDs to extend this result to the context of FDs and MVDs, 
i.e., finding the necessary and sufficient condition for a desirable database scheme 
with respect to a set D of FDs and MVDs. In this section, we first present their 
definitions below, then give some examples to demonstrate that although they have 
made some progress, the problem still remains open. Finally, by analyzing 
problems in their definitions, our new definition of the extended conflict free is 
given, and relationships among three extensions are also elaborated. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let D be a set of FDs and MVDs; let C(D) and E(D) be the 
close set and envelope set for D, respectively. Then, D is said to be 
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(1) Ku-conflict free if C(D) is conflict free, and 
(2) YO-conflict free if 
(a) E(D) does not split any key element in LHS(D), and 
(b) for each X, Y in LHS(D), if there exists a WE (DEP,,,,(X)n 
DEP,,,,(Y)) but W$DEP,,,,(Xn Y) then either D l= X+ Y or 
D + Y-+X [YOl]. 
It has been shown that the YO-conflict free is a sufficient condition for a 
desirable database scheme with respect to a set of FDs and MVDs, but it is not a 
necessary condition, as demonstrated by the following example [YOl 1. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let D= {AB +CH; HE+BG; AB+F; BH+EG) and 
U = ABCEFGH. Then the envelope set E(D) is {AB + HI EG; HE + ACF; 
BH + EG 1 ACF}. Since a key element HE in LHS(D) is split by an 
MVD AB ++ EG in E(D), D is not YO-conflict free. However, it is easy to verify 
that R = { ABCH, ABF, BHGE} is a desirable database scheme with respect to D. 
On the contrary, the Ka-conflict free is a necessary but not a sufficient condition 
for a desirable database scheme, as shown by the following example and 
Proposition 6.1 below, 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let D = {A -+ B; BC + A} and U = ABCE. Then the close 
set C(D) for D is { AB ++ CE, BC ++ A 1 E}. Since C(D) is conflict free, D is 
Ka-conflict free. However, by Proposition 6.1 in Section 6, it is easy to check that 
there exists no desirable database scheme with respect to D. 
The main objective of this paper is to find the necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of a desirable database scheme. The two extensions of conflict free 
given in Definition 4.1 will be utilized to achieve this goal. 
Let D be a set of FDs and MVDs, R be an acyclic database scheme, and 
M= MVD(R) be a conflict free set of MVDs generated from R. If R is desirable 
with respect to D, then, by the definition of dependency preserving, there must exist 
a set F of FDs such that D o Mu F and each FD X + A in F is preserved in R; 
i.e., the set of attributes XA is contained in some relation scheme in R. The link 
between D and M may hold the key point to the solution of the problem. It seems 
that both [Ka] and [YOl] have realized this key point and defined their 
extensions accordingly. 
The Ka-conflict free focuses on the transformation from D to its close set. A set 
D of FDs and MVDs is Ka-conflict free only when its close set C(D) is conflict free, 
and therefore, the unique desirable database scheme R with respect to C(D) does 
exist. The very same database scheme R is also expected to be desirable with respect 
to D. In fact, it is not difficult to show that R is dependency preserving with 
respect to D also. Unfortunately, this relation scheme R, although is acyclic and 
dependency preserving, may not be in 4NF with respect to D. Consider a set D of 
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FDs and MVDs and its close set C(D) in Example 4.2. Let R = {ABC, EBC}. Then 
C(D) 0 MVD(R) and R preserves D, since D o MVD(R) u (A --) B}. However, R 
is not in 4NF with respect to D for a relation scheme ABC in R is split by an 
MVD A -W CE. The reader may note that the MVD A -H CE is implied by D but 
not by C(D) since the key element A in LHS(D) has been augmented into AB in 
the close set due to the fact that D k A + B. It is this closing process that is 
responsible for the fact that R is 4NF with respect to C(D) but not D. The very fact 
that the transformation from D to its close set does not preserve the 4NF clearly 
suggests that the close set can not be used to solve the problem. 
Yuan and Ozsoyoglu realized that the close set does not preserve the 4NF and 
proposed the envelope set instead. They showed that R is in 4NF with respect to 
D if R is in 4NF with respect to its envelope set E(D) [YOl]. They also showed 
that if the envelope set E(D) for D is conflict free, then the unique desirable 
database scheme R with respect to E(D) is also desirable with respect to D itself. 
That is, the transformation from D to its E(D) preserves not only dependency 
preserving property, but also the 4NF. It seems that the problem would be solved 
if we simply replace the close set C(D) in the definition of the Ka-conflict free with 
the envelope set E(D). With such a replacement, the revised Ka-conflict free indeed 
becomes a sufficient condition for a desirable database scheme; that is, there 
exists a desirable database scheme with respect to D if E(D) is conflict free. 
Unfortunately, this simple solution does not work. The price paid for gaining the 
sufficiency of the condition is that the revised Ka-conflict free is not a necessary 
conditon any more, as shown in the following example. 
EXAMPLE 4.3 [YOl]. Let D= {A ++BF, AC-+-+G; B-wt;; G-AC} over 
U= ABCEFG. Then the envelope set E(D) is {A --H BF/ CEG; AC --t) BFJ G 1 E; 
B + ACEG(F; G --t) BF( E}. E(D) is split free but not conflict free, since 
{BF, E}&(DEP,,,,(AC)nDEP,(,,(G)) but (BF, E) PDEP,,,,(ACnG), which 
violates the intersection property. However, R = (AB, ACE, ACG, BF} is a 
desirable database scheme with respect to D. 
Consider D and R in Example 4.3. Let M= MVD(R) = {A --H BFI CEG; 
AC -H BFI G 1 E; B -++ ACEG 1 F}. We can see the difference between E(D) and M 
is that M=E(D)- {G + BFI E}; that is, M may be obtained from E(D) by 
eliminating these two MVDs. Note that E(D) is not conflict free just because both 
key elements AC and G in LHS(D) have the same dependents, which violates the 
intersection property of the conflict free. A very interesting and important fact, 
observed by Yuan and Ozsoyoglu, about R, M, and D is that since D /= G --t AC, 
a desirable database scheme R with respect to E(D) - {G --H BFI E} is also 
desirable with respect to E(D) as well as D. The critical point here is the 
FD G -+ AC. Though two MVDs G + BFI E have been deleted from E(D), as long 
as G + AC can be preserved in R, two MVDs G -++ BFI E can be recovered by the 
fact that AC -H BFI E are still in E(D) and G -+ AC. Based on this observation, 
Yuan and Ozsoyoglu presented a procedure, called YO-tran&??ration, to transfer 
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the envelope set E(D) of a set D of FDs and MVDs into a set M of MVDs as 
follows. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let D be a set of FDs and MVDs. A YO-reduction of D is 
defined as a set of MVDs obtained from the envelope set E(D) for D by repeatedly 
deleting an MVD X + W from E(D) whenever there exists another MVD Y - W 
in E(D) and D k X+ Y. The procedure to obtain a YO-reduction is called the 
YO-transformation. 2 
The YO-reduction establishes a transformation from a set D of FDs and MVDs 
to a set M of MVDs. The interesting property of the YO-reduction is that the 
YO-reduction, similar to the envelope set, preserves the desirable property, that is, 
a desirable database scheme with respect to a YO-reduction of a set D of FDS and 
MVDs is also desirable with respect to D. (The proof of this property shall follow 
the proof of the correctness of CONVERT in Section 7.) Therefore, by this 
property, any set D of FDs and MVDs has a desirable database scheme if it has 
a conflict free YO-reduction. 
So far, we have discussed three different transformations from a set D of FDs and 
MVDs to a set M of MVDs, that is, the close set, the envelope set, and the YO- 
reduction. Both the close set and envelope set are unique, but the YO-reduction 
may not be unique. The transformation from D to its close set does not preserve 
the desirability in general and that is why the Ka-conflict free is a necessary but not 
sufficient condition for a desirable database scheme. On the other hand, the trans- 
formation from D to either its envelope set or its YO-reduction does preserve the 
desirability. The difference between the envelope set and the YO-reduction is that 
the envelope set is also a YO-reduction of D but vice versa is not true in general. 
Therefore, D may have a conflict free YO-reduction, which means there exists a 
desirable database scheme with respect to D, but not have a conflict free envelope 
set. 
Though [YOl] has made significant progress towards solving the problem, as 
shown in Example 4.1, the YO-conflict free is still not a necessary condition for a 
desirable database scheme. The reason is that the YO-conflict free is dedicated to 
only those sets of dependents that have both split free envelope sets (implied by 
Definition 4.1 (2.a)) and conflict free YO-reduction (guaranteed by Definition 4.1 
(2b)), while a desirable database scheme exists if a conflict free YO-reduction exists, 
regardless if the envelope set is split free or not. Note that the split free envelope 
set is not a necessary condition for a conflict free YO-reduction. This is the key 
observation leading to the solution. To find the necessary and suff%zient condition, 
what we need to do is to find a necessary and sufficient condition that an envelope 
set can be transferred into a conflict free set of MVDs by the YO-transformation. 
In summary, we shall define our extended conflict free property based on the very 
idea that the envelope set of an extended conflict free set of FDs and MVDs can 
be reduced into a conflict free set of MVDs by the YO-transformation. 
’ The YO-transformation was first proposed in [YOl] as a recursive function. 
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Before giving a formal definition for the extended conflict free property, we 
present some related definitions and notations which are necessary. 
Let D be a set of FDs and MVDs over U, and X, WC U be sets of attributes. 
We say X splits W if there exists a set of attributes VEDEP~(X) such that 
Wn V # Qr and W- XV # 0. D is said to split W if there exists a key element 
YE LHS(D) such that Y splits W. Similarly, D is split free if it does not split any 
key element in LHS(D). This definition is a straightforward extension of the key 
split in the context of MVDs, as discussed in Section 2. Below we introduce two 
other notions of the key split to distinguish the FDs and MVDs in D, namely 
M-split and FM-split. We say that X M-splits W if there exist two distinct sets of 
attributes V, and V2 in MDEP, (X) such that Wn V, # 0 and Wn V, # 0. 
Similarly, we say that X FM-splits W if there exist an attribute V, E FDEP, (X) and 
a set of attributes V, E MDEP, (X) such that Vz n W # 0 and V, E W. 
For the convenience, we introduce some more notations. Let D be a set of FDs 
and MVDs and X be a set of attributes; then we define 
LDEP,(X)= ( W( WEDEP~(X) and there is no X’cX in LHS(D) such that 
WEDEP,(X’)}, 
LFDEP,(X) = (A 1 A E FDEP,(X) n LDEP,(X)}, and 
LMDEP,(X) = { WJ WE MDEP,(X) n LDEP,(X)}. 
Therefore, E(D) o {X -++ W[XE LHS(D) and WE LMDEP,(X)}. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Consider the U and D given in Example 4.1: MDEP, (AB) = 
{EG, F}, FDEP,(AB)= {c, H), MDEP,(BH)= {EG, AcF}, FDEP,(BH)=~ZI, 
MDEP,(HE) = {ACF}, FDEP,(HE) = {B, G}. Thus, a key element AB M-splits 
a set of attributes EF but AB does not M-split key elements BH and HE. 
However, the element AB FM-splits the element HE since EG E MDEP,(AB), 
HEFDEP~(AB) and EGnHE#@, HnHE#@. 
D is said to be M-split free if for any key elements X and Y in LHS(D), X does 
not M-split Y. Note that the fact that E(D) is split free implies D is M-split free, 
since E(D) is the set of all MVDs that constitute M-dependents. But vice versa is 
not true. Consider D in Example 4.2. The envelope set E(D) for D is {A -++ CE; 
BC + A 1 E), which is not split free since a key element BC is split by an 
MVD A ++ CE in E(D), But D is M-split free for the key element BC is FM-split, 
by an MVD A +P CE in D. When D consists of MVDs only, M-split free means 
split free, It is easy to check that D in the above example is M-split free, but D is 
not split free, since a key element AB FM-splits another key element HE. Such an 
FM-splitness is due to the fact that there is a set of attributes EG in MDEP,(AB) 
and the MVD AB + EG splits HE. However, the MVD AB --H EG can be deleted 
by the YO-transformation, since D t= AB -+ BH and BH --n EG is also in the 
envelope set for D. In order to take such special cases into consideration we define 
the extended split free condition as follows. 
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DEFINITION 4.3. A set D of FDS and MVDs is said to be extended split free if 
(1) D is M-split free, and 
(2) for any key elements X and Y in LHS(D), if X FM-splits Y then there 
exists a key element Z in LHS(D) and a set W in (MDEP,(X) n LMDEP,(Z)) 
such that D k X + Z, W n Y # @, and the MVD Z - W does not split any key 
element in LHS(D). 
D in Example 4.4 is extended split free, although it is not split free. The idea 
behind the extended splitness is that by applying the YO-transformation into the 
envelope set, the extended split free set can be transferred into a split free set. Assume 
D is extended split free but not split free. Then, by Definition 4.3, there exist two 
MVDs X -++ W and Z + W in E(D), and a key element Y in LHS(D) such that 
the MVD X + W splits Y, the MVD Z - W does not split Y, and D k X + Z. 
Therefore, using the YO-transformation, the MVD X + W can be deleted from 
E(D) and Y will not be split by the remaining MVD. Recursively repeating such 
transformation, a split free set of dependencies will be obtained. 
For a set D of FDs and MVDs, being split free does not guarantee it to be 
reduced into a conflict free set of MVDs by the YO-transformation. Similar to the 
YO-conflict free, the violation of the intersection property in its envelope set must 
also be considered. 
A set D of FDs and MVDs is said to satisfy the M-intersection property if for 
each pair of X and Y in LHS(D), whenever there exists a set W of attributes such 
that WE (LMDEP,(X)n LMDEP,( Y)), then there exists a key element Z in 
LHS(D) such that WE LMDEP,(Z) and D k {X-+ Z, Y + Z}. This definition is 
similar to the one given in the YO-conflict free [YOl]. An extended split free set 
D can be reduced into a split free set of MVDs by the YO-transformation, as dis- 
cussed above. If D also happens to satisfy the M-split free, then by the property of 
the YO-conflict free, D can also be further reduced into a conflict free set, which 
guarantees the existence of a desirable database scheme. When D consists of MVDs 
only, the M-intersection property is exactly the same as the intersection property, 
since. both FDs X + Z and Y + Z are trivial, i.e., Z c Xn Y. 
Considering only M-dependents, as the YO-conflict free does, is not sufficient to 
find all possible sets of dependencies, which have conflict free YO-reductions. The 
violation of the intersection property of the envelope set due to the F-dependents 
in D has to be considered; and this is the purpose of defining the F-intersection 
property below. 
A set D of FDs and MVDs is said to satisfy the F-intersection property if for 
each pair of X and Y in LHS(D), whenever there is an attribute A such that 
A E (LFDEP, (X) n LFDEP, ( Y)), then, either 
(1) Dl==X-+Y,or 
(2) there exist a key element Z in LHS(D) and a WE(LMDEP~(X)~ 
LMDEP, (Z)) such that D k X-, Z, Wn Y # 0, the MVD Z ++ W does not 
split any key element in LHS(D), and either D k Y + Z or A E Z. 
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DEFINITION 4.4. A set D of FDs and MVDs is said to satisfy the extended 
intersection property if D satisfies both the M-intersection and the F-intersection 
properties. 
D in Example 4.1 satisfies the extended intersection property. A conflict free set 
of MVDs satisfies two conditions, that is, the split free property and the intersection 
property. Similarly, we utilize the extended split free and the extended intersection 
properties to define the extended conflict free dependencies. 
DEFINITION 4.5. A set D of FDs and MVDs is said to be extended conflict free3 
if 
(1) D is extended split free, and 
(2) D satisfies the extended intersection property. 
Obviously, D in Example 4.1 is extended conflict free, and that is why there exists 
a desirable database scheme with respect to D. The whole idea behind the extended 
conflict free is that a set D of FDs and MVDs is extended conflict free if and only 
if the envelope set E(D) for D can be reduced into a conflict free set of MVDs by 
the YO-transformation. Carefully examining the definitions of the extended split 
free, the M-intersection property, and the F-intersection property, upon which the 
extended conflict free is based, the reader may find that for an extended conflict free 
set D of FDS and MVDs, any violation for its envelope set being conflict free 
implies that there exist two distinct key elements X and Y in LHS(D), and a set W 
of attributes such that W is in both LMDEP,(X) and LMDEP,( Y) and 
D k X+ Y. Consequently, such a violation can be resolved by the YO-trans- 
formation. 
The following proposition reveals relationships among those three definitions of 
extended conflict freedom. The Ka-conflict free only requires the M-split free and 
the intersection property, but not the F-intersection property, which explains the 
fact that the Ka-conflict free gives a necessary but not a sufficient condition for a 
set of dependencies being extended conflict free. On the other hand, the YO-conflict 
free requires not only M-split free and the M-intersection property, but also the 
FM-split free, which is stronger than the extended split free and the F-intersection 
property. That is why the YO-conflict free is also the extended conflict free but not 
vice versa. Furthermore, consider D in Example 4.2. Although D is M-split free, a 
key element A in LHS(D) FM-splits another key element BC; i.e., there exists a set 
of attributes CE in LMDEP,(A) such that the MVD A + CE splits BC. 
However, there exists no, key element 2 in LHS(D) suh that CEE LMDEP,(Z). 
Therefore, although D is Ka-conflict free, it is not extended conflict free. 
3 The extended conflict freedom was first defined in [YO2] and has been modified during the review 
process of the paper. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. (1) Let D be a set of FDs and MVDs. Then 
(a) If D is YO-conflict free then D is extended conflict free. 
(b) If D is extended conflict free then D is Ku-conflict free. 
(2) There exists a set D of FDs and MVDs such that D is extended conflict 
free but not YO-conflict free. 
(3) There exists a set D of FDs and MVDs such that D is Ka-conflict free but 
not extended conf7ict free. 
Proof (l)(a) W e need to show the following fact for the proof. 
FACT. Let M be a split free set of MVDs and X and Y be distinct key elements 
in LHS(M). Assume there exists a set W of attributes such that WE (LDEP,(X) n 
LDEP,( Y)). Then Wq! DEP,(Xn Y). 
Proof Assume not, i.e., WE DEP,(X n Y). Then there exists an X’ c (Xn Y) 
such that the MVD X’ --H W is left-reduced with respect to M. Since 
WE LDEP, (X) and X’ c X, X’ should not be in LHS(M). By Lemma 6.1 in 
[OY2], x’ is not in LHS(M) only if X’ has at most one reduced dependent with 
respect to M. Therefore, it is sufficient to show that X’ has two reduced dependents. 
Let V E DEP, (xl) such that Y s XV. Since X’ E (Xn Y) and Y g X, we have 
Y n V # 0. Then we show that both MVDs X’ -++ W and X’ -++ V are reduced 
with respect to M. 
We have known that X’ -++ W is right reduced, left reduced, and nontrivial. If 
X’ ++ W is transferable, i.e., if there exists an X” c X’ such that M k X” -++ 
W(X’- X”), then the MVD X” + W(X’- X”) splits X for X’- X” # /zl and 
X-X’ W # 0, which contradicts that M is split free. It follows that X’ ++ W is 
reduced. 
Consider the MVD x’ + V. Since it is right reduced and non-trivial, it is non- 
reduced only if it is left reducible or transferable, i.e., if there exists an X” c X’ such 
that M + X” + I/X3, where X3 E (X’ - X”). Since X’ E (Xn Y) and X” c X’, we 
have Y-X” # 0. Furthermore, since Yn V# 0, X” -H I/X3 splits Y, which 
contradicts that M is split free. It follows that X’ --H V is also reduced. m 
Assume D is YO-conflict free, then the envelope set E(D) does not split any key 
element in LHS(D). First, we show that D is extended split free. D is not extended 
split free only if there exist two distinct key elements X and Y in LHS(D) such that 
X M- or FM-splits Y; that is, there exists a set W of attributes such that 
WE MDEP,(X) and X ++ W splits Y, which contradicts that E(D) does not split 
any key element in LHS(D). 
Then, we need to show that D satisfies the M-intersection property. Assume there 
exist two distinct key elements X and Y in LHS(D) and a set W of attributes such 
that WE (LMDEP.(X) n LMDEP.( Y)). By the fact, W# MDEP,(Xn Y). Since 
D is YO-conflict free, by Definition 4.1 (2b), either D + X+ Y or D b Y + X. 
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Assume D + X--t Y, then let Z be Y. Thus, we have WE LMDEP, (Z) and 
D /= {X+ Z; Y -+ Z}, which implies that D satisfies the M-intersection property. 
Now, we show that D satisfies the F-intersection property. Assume there exist a 
distinct pair X and Y in LHS(D) and an attribute A such that A E (LFDEP, (X) n 
LFDEP,( Y)). We may also assume that D does not imply X-+ Y; otherwise it is 
trivial. Therefore, there exists an M-dependent of X whose intersection with Y is 
nonempty. 
Let Z be X, and W be the M-dependent of X such that Wn Y# 0. 
Then Z + W does not split any key element in LHS(D), which implies that 
YE XW, Wn Y # 0, and D k X-, Z. Therefore, it is sufficient to show that 
(1) WELMDEP~(X) and (2) D /= Y-+X. 
We show WE LMDEP,(X) first. Assume not, i.e., W is not in LMDEP,(X). 
Then there exists an X’ c X in LHS(D) such that WE LMDEP, (xl), which implies 
that X’ -++ W is also in E(D), and therefore, YE X’ W. By the inference rule A8 and 
the fact that D f= Y --+ A, Y G X’W, and WE LMDEP,(X’), we have D t= X’ + A, 
which contradicts that A E LFDEP, (X). 
Now we show D k Y+ X. Let W,, in DEP,,,,(X) and W,, in DEP,,,,( Y) 
be two sets of attributes such that A E W, and A E W,. Since E(D) is split free 
and W,, #@, by Lemma 8.1 in [BFMY], either W,, = W, or YcXW,,. But 
the fact that Y G XW, WE LMDEP,(X), and D k X -+ A implies that W # W,, , 
so Y is not a subset of XW,,, which implies that W,, = W,,, i.e., 
W,, E (DEP,,,, (X) n DEP,,,, ( Y)). If W,, # LDEP,,,, (X), i.e., there exists an 
X’c X in LHS(D) such that W,, E LDEP.,,, (X’), then by the inference rule A8 
and the fact that D + Y -+ A and Yn W, = 0, we have D + X’ + A, which 
contradicts that A E LFDEP, (X). Similarly, W, E LDEP,,,, ( Y). Therefore, 
W,, E LDEP,,,, (X) n LDEP E(Dj ( Y). By the fact, W,, $ DEP,,,, (X n Y). Since D 
is YO-conflict free, D t# X-+ Y and W,, 4 DEP,,,,(Xn Y), by Definition 4.1(2b), 
D/= Y-+X. 
It follows that D is extended conflict free. 
(b) Assume D is extended conflict free, we need to show that the close set 
C(D) is conflict free. First, we show that C(D) is split free. Let X+ and Y+ be two 
sets of attributes in LHS(C(D)). Then there exist two key elements X and Y in 
LHS(D) such that X+={AIDk X+,4} and Y+={AlDk Y+A}. We need 
only to show that X + does not split Y + with respect to C(D). 
Since D is extended conflict free, D is M-split free; thus X does not M-split Y 
with respect to D, which implies that there exists a set of attributes W in 
MDEP, (X) such that YE X+ W. Assume X+ splits Y+ with respect to C(D). 
Then Y+ - X+ W# 0. Since Y G X+ W, there exists an attribute A in FDEP, ( Y) 
such that A $ X+ W. By the inference rule A8, the fact that D k Y + A, Y c X+ W, 
DbX++W, and A 4 X+ W implies that D k X+ -+A. However, since 
DkX+X+, we have D k X + A, which contradicts that A 4 X+. 
Now we show that C(D) satisfies the intersection property. Assume there exists 
a set of attributes W in LDEP,,,,( X’)n LDEP,,,,( Y’). Then, by [Ka], WE 
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LMDEP,(X) n LMDEP,( Y). We need to show that WE DEP,,,,(X+ n Y’). 
Since D is extended conflict free, there exists a key element Z in LHS(D) such that 
WELMDEP~(Z) and D k (X+Z, Y-Z}. Thus, ZGX+ and ZGY+, i.e., 
Zc_X+ n Y+. However, WELMDEP,(Z) implies WEDEP,-(D,(Z+). 
It follows that C(D) is conflict free. (2) and (3) follow from Examples 4.1 and 4.2, 
respectively. 1 
5. UTILITY LEMMAS 
In this section, we prove the following utility lemmas which are useful for the rest 
of the paper. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let D be an M-split free set of FDs and MVDs, X and X’ c X be 
two key elements in LHS(D), and LDEP, (X) = { W,, . . . . W,,,} be a nonempty set of 
sets of attributes. Then there exists a set of attributes V’ in MDEP,(X’) such that 
V’z w, . . . W,,,, and Xn V’#@. 
Proof. Assume D does not imply an FD X’ -+ X. Otherwise, by the inference 
rule A6, D implies the MVDs X + W, 1 . . s 1 W,,,, which contradicts LDEP, (X) = 
{ W, , ..., W,} is nonempty. Let v’ be a set of attributes in MDEP, (X’) such that 
Xn V’Z@. 
We show that for any set of attributes Wj, where j= 1, . . . . m, in LDEP,(X), 
WjG V’. Assume not, i.e., Wj- V’ # 0. Since D is M-split free and D /#= x’ + X, 
we have D b X’ + (X- V’), i.e., D + X ++ XV’. However, since D implies the 
MVD X + Wj, by the inference rule A6, we have that D implies that X’ + 
Wj - XV’, which contradicts that Wj E LDEP, (X) for W, - XV’ # 0. 1 
LEMMA 5.2. Let D be an extended split free set of FDs and MVDs, hnd X and 
Y be key elements in LHS(D): 
.( 1) Let W be a set of attributes in MDEP.(X) such that Wn Y # 0. Then for 
any set of attributes V in DEP, ( Y) such that V n X = 0, we have either V E W or 
VE DEP,(X). 
(2) Let V,= (AIAE(FDEP~(X)-LFDEPD(X))} and WELMDEP~(X) 
be two sets of attributes. If Y n W # 0 or WE MDEP, ( Y), then Y n V, = 0. 
(3) Let V,= {A 1 A E (FDEP,(X) - LFDEP,(X))} be a set of attributes. Zf 
D implies the FD X -+ Y and Y n V, # (21, then there exists a key element X’ c X in 
LHS(D) such that D b X’+ Y. 
ProoJ (1) First, we show that D implies the MVD X ++ V - W. Since D is 
extended split free, the key element Y can not be FM-split by another key element 
X and, therefore, we have D k X + ( Y - W). That is, D k X ++ YW. Since D 
implies the MVD Y ++ V, by the inference rule A6, we have D + X -H (V- YW). 
However, Y n V = 0, thus, D implies the MVD X --H V- W. 
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Then, we show that D implies the MVD Y - V- W. Let P= U - V be a set of 
attributes in U, then we have XG p for Vn X is empty. By the complementation 
rule A4, the fact that Y - V implies that Y + V. Similarly, by the transitivity rule 
A6, the fact that Y - r, XL v, and X - V- W imply that D k Y--H 
(I’-W)-KBut VnP=@,soD/= Y-V-W. 
Since V is a dependent of Y, Y does not split V with respect to D. Therefore, we 
have either V- W= 0, i.e., Vc W, or V- W= V. If I’- W= Vthen D b X - V. 
If D k A’- V, then we have VEDEP~(X). Otherwise, V is split by X, which 
implies V is also split by Y and contradicts the fact that I’E DEP, ( Y). 
(2) Assume not; that is, Y n V, # 0, although either Y n W# 0 or 
WE MDEP,( Y) holds. Thus there exists an attribute A in Yn Vs and a key 
element X’ c X in LHS(S) such that A E LFDEP, (xl). 
First, we show that D does not imply the FD X’ + Y. In case Wn Y # 0, we 
have D t# x' -+ Y, since WE LMDEP,(X) and x’ c X. In case W is in 
MDEP,( Y), the fact that D k X’ -+ Y, by inference rules A7 and A6, implies 
D + x’ - W, which contradicts that WE LMDEP, (X) and x’ c X. Since D does 
not imply the FD x’ -+ Y and does imply the FD X’ + A, it follows from A E Y that 
X’ FM-splits Y. By the definition of extended split freedom, there exist a key 
element Z in LHS(D) and a set of attributes VE (MDEP,(X’) n LMDEP,(Z)) 
such that Z - V does not split any key element in LHS(D). 
Next, we show that Xn V is empty. The fact that X’ c X, X'n V= 0, and 
x’ $C Z implies that X- ZV# 0. Therefore, Xn V = 0. Otherwise, X would be 
split by the FD Z - V, which contradicts that Z - V does not split any key ele- 
ment in LHS(D). By Lemma 5.1, there exists a set of attributes v’ in MDEP,(X’) 
such that W c V’ and Xn V' # 0. Because Xn V = 0, we know Vf V’, i.e., 
Vn V' = 0. Therefore, Y n W = 0, for X’ does not M-split and Y n V # 0. Thus, 
WE MDEP,( Y). However, by (1) W is MDEP, (X’), which contradicts that 
WE LMDEP,(X) and X’ c X. 
(3) Since Y n V, # 0, Y g A' and there exists an attribute A in Y - X such 
that A E LFDEP, (X’) for some key element x’ c X in LHS(D). Assume D does not 
imply the FD x’ + Y, then there exists a set of attributes I/ in LMDEP, (xl) such 
that Vn Y # 0, which implies that the FD X’ + V splits Y. Thus Xn V # 0; 
otherwise, by the inference rule A8, the fact that X’ - V, Xn V= 0, and 
D i= X + Y implies D k=X’ + Y n V, which contradicts that VE MDEP, (X’). 
Since D is extended split free and the FD X’ + I’ splits Y, there exists a key element 
Z in LHS(D) such that VE LMDEP,(Z) and Z - V does not split any key 
element in LHS(D), which implies that x’ g Z, i.e., X- ZV# 0. But Xn V# 0, 
it follows that the MVD Z - V splits X, which is a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 5.3. Let R = {R,, . . . . R, ) be an acyclic database scheme, D = F v A4 be a 
set of FDs and MVDs, where F is a set of FDs and M= PVD(R), J(R) be a join tree 
for R, and e be an edge in J(R) such that e partitions R into two sets R’ and R2 of 
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relation schemes, X be a set of attributes contained in R’,4 and W be a set of 
attributes in DEP,(X) such that Wn R2 # 0. Then 
(1) D implies the MVD e -H W n R2, 
(2) If D implies an FD X + W then D implies an FD e + W n R2. 
(3) IfD implies the FD X-r e and W is in MDEP,(X) then WE MDEP,(e). 
Proof (1) Since e is an edge in J(R) and D k *(R), we have D implies 
MVDs e ++ R’ 1 R2. By the augmentation rule A5, the MVD R’ -H W follows from 
the fact that X + W and XE R’. Since e -++ R’, by the transitivity rule A6, 
e + W-R’. Since e is an edge connecting R’ and R’, (W-R’) E (Wn R2) E 
e( W- R’). It follows that D k e -H Wn R2. 
(2) If D implies the FD X -+ W, then by the inference rule A8, D implies 
e+ WnR2. 
(3) If D implies the FD X + e and W is in MDEP, (X), then Wn e = 0, and 
e does not split W, so WE MDEP,(e). 1 
LEMMA 5.4. Let R= {R,, . . . . R,} be an acyclic database scheme, M= MVD(R) 
be a set of MVDs. Then for any MVD X --H W in M + and any relation scheme Ri 
in R, tfRin W#QI then (Ri- W)cX. 
Proof Let X --H W be any MVD in M + and R, be any relation scheme in R. 
By Proposition 2.3 in [OY 11, M does not split any relation scheme in R. Therefore, 
the MVD X ++ W does not split Ri in R. If Ri n W # 0 then (Ri - W) E X. 1 
LEMMA 5.5. Let D = Mu F be a set of FDs and MVDs, where M is a set of 
MVDs over U, F is a set of FDs over U, and VE U be a set of attributes. If M does 
not split V, then for any set of attributes XG U, X does not M-split V. 
Proof Assume not; i.e., there exist a set of attributes XE U, two sets of 
attributes W, and W, in MDEP,(X) such that W, n V # 0 and W, n V # 0. 
Since M does not split V, there exists a set of attributes WE DEP,(X) such that 
WI W2z Wand V/cXW. 
By Lemma 3.1, since D = Fu M, there exists an FD Z-+ V’ in F such that 
Z n W, W, = 0 and V’ n Wi # 0 for i = 1 or i = 2. However, the fact that Z --) V’, 
Z n W, W, = 0, and X -+ W, implies, by the inference rule A8, that D k X + 
V’ n Wi. This is a contradiction to Wi E MDEP, (X). i 
4 For notational convenience, R’ and RZ are also used to denote the union of the attributes of the 
relation schemes in R’ and R’, respectively: e is also used to denote the set of attributes common to both 
R’ and R2 i.e. e = R’ n R’. 3 3 
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6. DESIRABLE DATABASE SCHEMES 
Given a set D of FDs and MVDs, it is desirable to find an acyclic, 4NF, 
dependency preserving database scheme with respect to D. However, such a 
desirable database scheme may not exist for some set of dependencies. The 
following proposition gives us a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence 
of such a desirable database scheme. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let D be a set of FDs and MVDs. There exists an acyclic 4NF 
dependency preserving database scheme with respect to D if and only if D has an 
extended conflict free cover. 
The above proposition states the main result of this paper. In this section, we 
prove the only if part; that is, the extended conflict free is the necessary condition 
for the existence of a desirable database scheme. The if part will be shown in the 
next section. 
Let R = {R, , . . . . R,} be an acyclic database scheme and D be a set of FDs and 
MVDs such that R is desirable with respect to D. Since R preserves D, there exists 
a cover D’ of D that is preserved in R. That is, D’ = Fu M, where M= MVD(R) 
and F is preserved in R, i.e., for any X -+ W in F there exists a relation scheme Ri 
in R such that XWC Ri. Furthermore, since Ri is in 4NF with respect to D, we 
have D k X-r Ri. Thus, we may simply assume that X+ (Ri - X) is in F, that is, 
Ri = XW. Therefore, for simplicity, we assume D is preserved in R, and we need 
only to show that D is extended conflict free. (In fact, what we have shown below 
is that given a set D of FDs and MVDs and a desirable database scheme R with 
respect to D, any cover of D preserved by R is extended conflict free, which is 
stronger than the only if part of Proposition 6.1.) 
First, we discuss some notations which are used in the following two lemmas. Let 
J(R) be a joint tree for R, and let R,, R, be relation schemes in R. Then P,, is 
used to denote the path from R, to R, in J(R). When there is no ambiguity, P,, 
is also used to denote the set of attributes which is the union of all the relation 
schemes in the path including the two relation schemes at the end points of the 
path. P,, is said to be simple if for each two consequent edges e, = (R, , R2) and 
e2 = <R2, R3) in PXu, e, g e2. If P,, is not simple, i.e., there exist e, = (R,, R2) 
and e2= (R2, R,) in P,, such that e, se2, then we may replace e, with an edge 
connecting R, to R,. Obviously, the result is still a join tree for R. Therefore, for 
any two relation schemes R, and R Y in R, there always exists a join tree J(R) for 
R such that P,, in J(R) is simple. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let R= {R,, . . . . R,} be an acyclic database scheme, F be a set of 
FDs preserved in R, M = MVD( R) be a conflict free set of MVDs, and D = Mu F 
be a set of FDs and MVDS such that R is desirable with respect to D. 
(1) D is M-split free, and for any set of attributes X E U, X does not M-split 
any relation scheme in R. 
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(2) If X FM-splits Ri for some set of attributes XC U and some relation 
scheme Ri in R, i.e., there is a set of attributes W in MDEP,(X) such that X --tt W 
splits Ri, then for any relation scheme Rx? X in R, R,n W= $25. 
(3) Let J(R) be a join tree for R, X be a key element in LHS(D), A be an 
attribute in LFDEP,(X), R,? X and R, 2 A be two relation schemes in R such that 
no relation scheme in the path P,, in J(R) from R, to R, contains either X or A, 
except R, and R,. If P,, is simple, then D k X + P,,. 
(4) Let X be a key element in LHS(D) and W be a set of attributes in 
MDEP, (X) such that for any relation scheme Rx 2 X in R, R, n W = 0. Then there 
exist a key element Z in LHS(D) and a relation scheme R, containing Z in R such 
that D k X+ Z, WELMDEP~(Z), Z + W does not split any relation scheme in 
R, and R,n W#@. 
Proof (1) Since R is acyclic and MG *(R), then by Proposition 2.3 in 
[OY 11, M does not split any relation scheme in R. So, by Lemma 5.5, for any set 
of attributes Xc U, X does not M-split any relation scheme in R. Since for any key 
element Y in LHS(D) Y is a subset of some relation scheme R, in R, X does not 
M-split Y. Thus, D is M-split free. 
(2) Assume there exists a relation scheme R,r> X in R such that 
R, n W # 0. Since D + M and WE MDEP, (X), there exists a set of attributes W 
in DEP,(X) such that WG W’. By Lemma 5.4, for any relation scheme Rj in R 
such that Rj n W’ # 0, Rj E: XW’. Since the MVD X -++ W splits some Ri in R 
with respect to D bu X-W W’ does not split R,, by Lemma 3.1, there exists an 
FDZ+ T/ in F such that Zn W’=@ and VnW’#@. The fact that the 
FD Z + Y is in F implies that there exists a relation scheme R, in R such that 
R, = ZV. Since V n w’ # 0, by Lemma 5.4, ZVc XW’. But Z n W’ = 0, there- 
fore, Z c X. It follows that R, # R,, since other wise, D k X-+ Rx, which 
contradicts that R, n W# 0. 
Let J(R) be a join tree for R, P,, be the path from R, to R, in J(R) as shown 
in Fig. 6.1. Then each relation scheme on the path contains Z. Since D implies 
Z -+ R, but not Z + (R, - Z), there exists a relation scheme Rf on the path P,, 
such that D implies the FD Z -+ (Rf-- Z) and there is no other relation scheme 
Rj on the path from R, to R, such that Z + (Ri- Z). Let Rf+ 1 be the relation 
scheme adjacent to Rf and connecting R,- to R,. Then D t# Z + (Rf+ 1 -Z). Since 
R is in 4NF, Z FM-splits neither R, nor Rr, ,, and therefore, the edge 
e = (R,-, R,, 1) = Z. That is, the edge e partitions R into two sets of relation 
schemes RZ and RX, where R, E RZ, and Rxe RX. Thus M k Z -+ RZI RX. Since 
l/n W’ E RZ - Z, and Z does not split W with respect to *(R), WG RX - Z. This 
e 
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RZ Rr R 1+1 Rx 
FIGURE 6.1 
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implies that Z splits W’ with respect to M, which contradicts that Zc X and 
II” E DEP,(X). 
(3) Let PAX=R1,RZ,...,Rk, where R,=R,, R,=R,, e,=X, and let 
ei = (Ri, Ri+ I) be the edge in the path, where 1 < i < k - 1, as shown in Fig. 6.2. 
Then X g ei for 1 < i < k - 1, since x $C Ri. We are going to show that for each i, 
1 $ i< k, D /= e; -+ Ri. Assume not. Since D b X-+ A, by Lemma 5.3(2), 
D k e, + A, for 1 <i< k. Then, there exists the least one i, 1 < i < k, such that 
D k ei + Ri. Let W be a set of attributes in MDEP,(e;) such that Ri n W# 0. By 
(2), the MVD ei + W does not split any relation scheme in R. Thus, R, c ei W. 
Since P,, is simple, e,_i g e,. Thus, Ri_ 1 n W# 0, so Ri_l G ej W. Similarly, 
R, c ei W, which contradicts that D /= e, -+ A. 
(4) Let R, 2 X be a relation scheme in R, R w be a relation scheme in R such 
that R,n W#@, and P,, be a path from R, to R, in some join tree J(R) for 
R, as shown in Fig. 6.3. Let Z= CR,,, R,,) be the first edge from R, to R, in 
P xw such that R,, n W = 0 and R,, n W#@. Thus Zn W=@. By (l), Xdoes 
not M-split RZw, so D k X+ R,,- W, that is D + X+ Z. By Lemma 5.3(3), 
WE MDEP,(Z). In fact, WELMDEP~(Z); otherwise, there exists a set of 
attributes Z’ c Z such that WE LMDEP,(Z’) and Z’ c R,,. Therefore, Z’ M- or 
FM-splits Rzw, which contradicts that R,, is in 4NF. For any Ri in R, where 
Rin W# 0, by (2), Z does not FM-split R;, i.e., Riz ZW. Therefore, Z + W 
does not split any relation scheme in R. Finally, let R, be Rzw, then ZE R, and 
R,n W#0. I 
LEMMA 6.2. Let R= {R,, . . . . R,} be an acyclic database scheme, F be a set of 
FDs preserved in R, M = MT/D(R) be a conflict free set of MVDs, and D = MU F 
be a set of FDs and MVDs such that R is desirable with respect to D. Then D is 
extended conflict free. 
Proof: We first show that D is extended split free. By Lemma 6.1(l), D is 
M-split free. Assume for some key elements X and Y in LHS(D), X FM-splits R 
i.e., there exists a set of attributes W in MDEP,(X) such that the MVD X -++ W 
splits Y. Since for each key element Y’in LHS(D) there exists a relation scheme R,, 
in R such that Y’ c R y,, there exists a relation scheme R y in R such that R, 2 Y 
and X + W splits R,. By Lemma 6.1(2), for any relation scheme R, 3 X in R, 
R,n W= 0. By Lemma 6.1(4), there exists a key element Z in LHS(D) such that 
2 
**. ??-~***---0 
Rx RZX %V Rw 
FIGURE 6.3 
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D + X + Z, WE LMDEP, (Z), and the MVD Z + W does not split any relation 
scheme in R, which implies D is extended split free. 
Now, we show that D satisfies the M-intersection property. Let W be a set of 
attributes in LMDEP(X) n LMDEP( Y). Assume D implies neither the FD X+ Y 
nor the FD Y -+ X. Otherwise, it is trivial. Then there exists a set of attributes W, 
in MDEP,( Y) such that W, n X # 0. For any relation scheme Rx2 X in R, 
R, n W = 0, otherwise, R, n W and R, n W, are nonempty, which contradicts 
that Y does not M-split R,. Similarly, for any relation scheme R,z Y in R, 
R ,, n W= 0. Therefore, by Lemma 6.1(4), there exists a key element Z in LHS(D) 
and a relation scheme R, 2 Z in R such that WE LMDEP, (Z), D k Y + Z, and 
R,n W#@. Since WEMDEP,(X) and R,n W#Qr, by Lemma6.1(1), X does 
not M-split R,, which implies that D k X -+ R, - W. But Z E R, - W, so we have 
D + X+ Z. It follows that there exists a key element Z in LHS(D) such that 
WELMDEP~(Z) and D /= (X+Z; Y+Z}. 
Finally, we show that D satisfies the F-intersection property. Assume there exist 
two distinct key elements X and Y in LHS(D), an attribute A such that A is in 
(LFDEP,(X) n LFDEP,( Y)) and D does not imply X-+ Y. Thus, there exists a 
set of attributes W in MDEP,(X) such that Y n W# 0. If W is not in 
LMDEP,(X), i.e., there exists a key element X’ c X in LHS(D) such that 
WELMDEP~(X’), then D k X’-+ Y-W, for X’ does not M-split Y. 
Thus, D + X’ ++ YW. Since D k Y + A and A n X’ W= 0, by the inference 
rule A8, D k X’ -+ A, which contradicts that A E LFDEP,(X). It follows that 
WE LMDEP,(X). 
Let Rx2 X and R, 2 A be relation schemes in some join tree J(R) such that P,, 
is simple and there is no relation scheme on P,, that contains either X or A, except 
R, and R,. Furthermore, let R, 2 Y be a relation scheme in R. Since D k X -+ Y, 
R, is not in P,,. Let R, be a relation scheme in P,, such that R, is connected 
to P.4, through R, in J(R), and let P,, be the path from R, to R y in J(R), as 
shown in Fig. 6.4. Similarly, we may also assume P,, is simple. 
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exists an edge e = (R,,, R,) in P,, such that e is a subset of some edge in P,,. 
Removing e to connect R,, to R,, where R, is the closest relation scheme to R, 
in P,, such that e c R yz, makes P, ,, simple, where P, y is the path from R, to R y 
through e = ( RAZ, R yZ). Therefore, we may assume P,, is also simple. 
By Lemma6.1(3), D t= X-+ P,,. Since D k X+ PAX, R,cPAX, and 
WE LMDEP,(X), we have R, n W= fa. Let Z = (R,, , R,,) be an edge in the 
path P,, such that R,, n W = @ and R,, n W# 0, as shown in Fig. 6.5. By 
Lemma 6.1(l), X does not M-split R,,, thus, D /= X-+ R,, - W. Since 
R,,n W=Qr, ZsR,,- W. Therefore, D t= X + Z. By Lemma 5.3(3), W is in 
MDEP,(Z). If WE LMDEP,(Z’) for some key element Z’c Z in LHS(D), then 
Z’ c R,, and R,, - Z’W # 0, i.e., Z’ FM- or M-splits R,,, which contradicts that 
R is in 4NF. Therefore, W is in LMDEP,(Z). Furthermore, since Z c R,, and 
R,, n W# 0, by Lemma 6.1(2), the MVD Z + W does not split any relation 
scheme in R. Since for any key element S in LHS(D), SC R, for some relation 
scheme R, in R, the MVD Z -++ W does not split any key element in LHS(D). 
Now, we need only to show that either D t= Y -+ Z or A E Z. Assume A is not 
in Z. Let R,, be the closest relation scheme to R, in P,, such that R,, contains 
A, and let P,., be the path from R, I to R Y. Since A $ Z, Z is an edge in P,,,. By 
Lemma 6.1(3), D k Y+ P,.,. Therefore, D k Y-+ Z. 
It follows that D satisfies the F-intersection property. 1 
Lemma 6.2 finishes the proof of the only if part of Proposition 6.1. 
7. CONSTRUCTIVE PROOF FOR THE SUFFICIENT CONDITION 
In this section, we present a constructive proof, based on the YO-transformation, 
for the if part of Proposition 6.1, which also provides a design method to find an 
acyclic, 4NF, dependency preserving database scheme with resect to a given set D 
of FDs and MVDs, when D is extended conflict free. 
Let D be an extended conflict free set of FDs and MVDs and M= 
{X -++ WI WeLHS(D) and WELMDEP~(X)} be a set of MVDs. Then D is 
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enveloped by M, and M may not be conflict free. However, since D is extended 
conflict free, if A4 is not conflict free then, by the definition of the extended 
conflict freedom, there exist distinct X and Y in LHS(D) and W such that 
WE (LDEP,(X) n LDEP,( Y)), i.e., both X -++ W and Y ++ W are in M. The 
following function will recursively check M, and if there exist two MVDs X ++ W 
and Y + W in M, then delete one of them from M until no two MVDs with 
the same right side are left in M. It will be shown later that the function 
CONVERT(D) returns a conflict free set of MVDs such that the corresponding 
acyclic database scheme is desirable with respect to D. 
The time complexity of the function CONVERT(D) is polynomial and, once a 
conflict free set of MVDs is found, the desirable database scheme R can be 
efliciently obtained [BFMY, OY2]; thus, our design algorithm is polynomial time 
and can be easily implemented. 
The correctness of the algorithms provides the proof of the if part of 
Proposition 6.1. 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let D be a set of FDs and MVDs. An s-ordering X,, X,, . . . . X, 
of D is a sequence of all X;s in LHS(D), with some U-dependents, i.e., 
LFDEP, (Xi) # @, such that D /= A’, + Xi, but D k Xi + Xi implies i < j. 
Note that in the YO-transformation, if two distinct X and Y in LHS(D) have 
the same LM-dependents, that is, both X + W and Y -++ W are in E(D), then one 
of them should be deleted. The MVD to be deleted is not randomly chosen. 
Instead, X -++ W (or Y ++ W) is chosen to be deleted based on the condition that 
D k X+ Y (or D k Y + X). The intuition is that since we have X + Y and 
Y - W, as long as X-t Y can be preserved, then the deleted MVD X -++ W can 
also be preserved, for {X+ Y, Y + W} t= X - W. The s-ordering is so defined 
to make sure that in the following function, whenever an MVD X - W is deleted, 
there exists an MVD Y + W and D + X + Y. If D contains only MVDs, then 
since there is no element in LHS(D) with F-dependents, an s-ordering does not 





D: an extended conflict free set of FDS and MVDs. 
CONVERT: a conflict free set of MVDs such that an acyclic database 
scheme R, where *(R) -CONVERT, is desirable with respect to D. 
Let M= {X - WIXE LHS(D) and WE LMDEP,(X)}; 
Let X,, X2, . . . . X, be an s-ordering of D; 
for i=n step- 1 until 1 do 
for each X, - W in M do 
if there is Z - W in A4 such that Z # Xi and 
Z - W does not split any key element in LHS(D) 
then A4 := M- {Xi - W}; 
CONVERT := A4 
end. 
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EXAMPLE 7.1. Let D = {A -+ CG; A-B; B-+A; CG++AB; E-+GF; 
GF - E} over U = ABCEFG. Then 
DEP(A) = {C, G, ~B, EF}, DEP(B) = (A, C, G, Et;), 
DEP(CG) = {AB, EF}, DEP( E) = {G, F, ABC}, DEP(GF) = {ABC, E), 
where the bold dependents are F dependents, and the others are M-dependents. D 
is M-split free, but not FM-split free, since an MVD A - EF in the envelope set 
for D FM-splits a key element GF in LHS(D). However, we have EFE MDEP(CG), 
A + CG, and the MVD CG -+ EF does not split GF. It is easy to check that D is 
extended conflict free. Let A4 = {X --w WI XE LHS(D) and WE LMDEP,(X)}. 
ThenM={A-BIEF; B-EF; CG-ABIEF; E-ABC; GF-ABCIE}. 
Assume A, B, E is the s-ordering used in CONVERT. Then CONVERT(D) = 
(A+B; CG-ABlEF; GF + ABC1 E} is conflict free. Thus, R = {ACG, AB, 
CGF, GEF} is an acyclic 4NF database scheme with respect to CONVERT(D), 
such that *(R) o CONVERT(D). Therefore, R is a desirable database scheme with 
respect to D. 
From the above computation, we can see that AGC, AB, and EFG are relation 
schemes in R and F= (A -+ CG, B -+ A, and E + GF) is a set of FDs which are 
implied by D and preserved in those three relation schemes. Furthermore, it is easy 
to check that D e Fu CONVERT(D). 1 
In the above example, E(D) (i.e., M) is not conflict free but CONVERT(D) is, 
and CONVERT(D)c E(D). Furthermore, the reader may note that for any 
X - W in E(D) there exists an MVD Z ++ W in CONVERT(D) such that 
D k X+ Z. In fact this is true in general as shown by Lemma 7.1( 1) below. 
Let D be a set of FDs and MVDs, M= {X - WI XELHS(D) and 
WE LMDEP, (X)} b e a set of MVDs, N be a conflict free set of MVDs, and R be 
an acyclic database scheme such that N o *(R). If NE M, N does not split any key 
element in LHS(D), and for each X - W in M there exists an MVD Z - W in 
N such that D + X-+ Z, then, as shown in Lemma 7.2 below, R is desirable also 
with respect to D. The definition of extended conflict freedom is quite complicated; 
however, it is determined by the fact that CONVERT(D) returns a conflict free set 
of MVDs if and only if D satisfies such a condition. To show the correctness of the 
function, what we need to do is to show two things. First, we need to show that 
if D is extended conflict free, CONVERT(D) returns a conflict free set of MVDs. 
That is, we need to show that the YO-transformation can be used to reduce the 
envelope set of an extended conflict free set of FDs and MVDs into a conflict free 
set of MVDs, which is shown by Lemma 7.1. Second, we need to show that the 
YO-transformation performed in CONVERT(D) does preserve the desirable 
property. That is, we need to show that when D is extended conflict free, the unique 
desirable database scheme R with respect to CONVERT(D) is also desirable with 
respect to D itself, which is accomplished in Lemma 7.2. The if part of Proposition 6.1 
follows these two lemmas. Lemma 7.1 below shows that CONVERT(D) is conflict 
free if D is extended conflict free. 
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LEMMA 7.1. Let D be an extended conflict free set of FDs and MVDs, 
M = (X --++ WI XE LHS(D) and WE LMDEP.(X)} be a set of MVDs, and N be a 
set of MVDs defined as N = CONVERT(D). Then 
(1) For each MVD X -++ W in M, there exists exactly one MVD Z - W in 
N such that D k X -+ Z and Z + W does not split any key element in LHS(D). 
(2) N does not split any key element in LHS(D). 
(3) Assume X is a key element in LHS(N) and V is the union of all Q’s, where 
Q E LDEP,(X) and X - Q is not in N. Then 
(a) for any key element X’ c X in LHS(D), X’ does not split V with respect 
to D; 
(b) if there exists a set of attributes WG V such that WEDEP~(X)~ 
DEP,( Y) for some key element Y in LHS(D) then either D k Y -+ X or YG XV. 
(c) X does not split V with respect to N. 
(d) for any set of attributes W in LDEP,(X), either Wn V#@ or 
X -H W is in N. 
(4) N is conflict free. 
Proof (1) First we show that for each MVD X - W in M, there exists one 
MVD Z - W in N such that Z - W does not split any key element in LHS(D). 
If X - W does not split any key element in LHS(D) then X - W was deleted 
only if there exists an MVD Z - Win N such that Z - W does not split any key 
element in LHS(D). If X - W splits some Yin LHS(D), then since D is extended 
split free, there exists a key element Z, in LHS(D) such that D k X -+ Z, and 
Z, - W does not split any key element in LHS(D). Therefore, there exists an 
MVD Z - W in N such that Z - W does not split any key element in LHS(D). 
Then, we show that for any MVD Z - Win N there is no other MVD X - W 
in N, where X # Z. Assume not, i.e., both MVDs Z - W and X - W are 
in N. By the above argument, we may assume Z - W does not split any key 
element in LHS(D). If X - W splits some key element Y in LHS(D), then, 
since D is extended split free, there exists a key element X, in LHS(D) such that 
D k X+X, and WE LMDEP,(X,). By Lemma 5.2(2), since WE LMDEP,(X) n 
LMDEP, (X,), for any attribute A in X, - X, A is in LFDEP, (X). Thus, 
LFDEP,(X) # 0 and therefore, X is in the s-ordering of D. So, X will be 
considered in CONVERT. But, the MVD Z - W is in N and Z - W does not 
split any key element in LHS(D), X - W should be deleted from M, which is a 
contradiction. 
If X - W does not split any key element in LHS(D), i.e., both MVDs X-H W 
and Z - W do not split any key element in LHS(D), then, since D satisfies the 
M-intersection property, there exists an X, in LHS(D) such that D k {Z -_) X,, 
X + X,}. Since X # Z, either Z # X, or X # X,. Thus, either LFDEP,(X) # a or 
LFDEP,(Z) # 0. That is, at least one of Z and X should be in the s-ordering. 
Without loss of generality, assume X is in the s-ordering. Then, since Z --H W is in 
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N and does not split any key element in LHS(D), by CONVERT, X ++ W should 
be deleted, which is a contradiction. 
Finally, we show that for any MVDs X -+ W in M and Z ++ W in N, 
D k X+ Z. Assume X# Z and D F X-+ Z. Since D satisfies the M-intersection 
property and WE LMDEP, (X) n LMDEP, (Z), there exists a key element Y in 
LHS(D) such that WE LMDEP,( Y), i.e., the MVD Y ++ W is in M, and 
D k {X+ Y,Z-+ Y}. Thus D k Y -+Z since D k X+Z. If the MVD Y--H W 
splits any key element in LHS(D), then there exists a key element Y’ in LHS(D) 
such that Y’ + W is in M, Y’ -++ W does not split any key element in LHS(D), 
and D k Y -+ Y’. Therefore, D implies Z + Y’ but not Y’-+Z for D !$ Y+Z. If 
the MVD Y -++ W does not split any key element in LHS(D), let Y’ = Y. It follows 
that there exists Y’ -++ W in M such that Y’ does not split any key element in 
LHS(D) and D f= Z-r Y’ but D k Y’ --f Z. Therefore, by Definition 7.1, in any 
s-ordering, Z should follow Y’, that is, Z should be considered in CONVERT 
before Y’ does. By CONVERT, since Y’ does not split any key element in LHS(D), 
Z -+ W should be deleted from M, which is a contradiction. 
(2) By (1) for any MVD Z ++ W in N, Z --H W does not split any key 
element in LHS(D); therefore, N does not split any key element in LHS(D). 
(3) First we introduce the following notations. Assume XE LHS(N) and 
l’,= {A[,4 ELFDEP~(X)}, 
I’~={AJAE(FDEP~(X)-LFDEPD(X))}, 
LMDEP, (X) = { WI ) ...) IV,, Wj+ 13 ...T Wk}, 
MDEP, (X) - LMDEP, (X) = { W,, , , . . . . W,}, 
whereX+ W,I...IW,areinM-N,andX+ Wj+,l...IW,areinN,forsome 
j>O. Then, I’= I’, W, . . . Wj. 
(a) Directly follows from Lemma 5.1. 
(b) Assume not, i.e., D t# Y + X and Y g XT/. 
FACT 1. There exists an MVD X -++ W,, in N such that YE XW,, and 
DkX+Y. 
Proof The fact that W c V implies that WE LDEP, (X). Since Y g XV, we 
have Yn(V,Wj+,,..., W,) # 0. Consider the case that Yn ( Wj+ 1, . . . . W,) = 0. 
Then Y n V, # 0. By Lemma 5.2(2), Y n ( W, . . . W,,) = 0. Thus, Y z XV, V,, i.e., 
D + X + Y. Since Y n V, # 0, by Lemma 5.2(3), there exists a key element X’ c X 
in LHS(D) such that D k X’ + Y. However, WE DEP,( Y), so D j= X’ -++ W, 
which contradicts that WE LDEP,(X). Therefore, Y n ( Wj+ 1 . .. W,) # 0; that is, 
there exists a set of attributes W,, in ( Wj+ I, . . . . Wn} such that Yn W,, # 0. 
If Wx, is not in ‘LMDEP,(X), i.e., W,, is in LMDEP,(X’) for some key 
element X’ c X in LHS(D), then, since Wn W,, = $3 and WE DEP,( Y), by 
Lemma 5.2( 1 ), WE DEP, (xl), which contradicts that WE LDEP, (X). It follows 
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that Wxr~ { Wj+ 1, . . . . W,}; that is, X - W,, is in N. By (2) Y c XW,,, and 
therefore, D k X+ Y. 1 
We may assume WELDEP~(Y). If W$LDEP,(Y), that is, WELDEP~(Y’) 
for some key element Y’ c Y in LHS(D), then Y’ E XW,,, If Y’ n Wxr= 0, then 
Y’ c X. Since D l# Y + X, Y’ # X, thus, Y’ c X, which contradicts WE LDEP, (X). 
It follows that Y’ n W,, # /a. Furthermore, D k Y’ -+ X for D k Y--f X. Thus, we 
need only to show that the fact that WE LDEP, (X) n LDEP, (Y’), D l# Y’ + X, 
and Y’ E XW,, leads to a contradiction, which is exactly what we show for Y. 
Therefore, we may simply assume WE LDEP, ( Y). 
FACT 2. There exists a set of attributes W, in LMDEP,( Y) such that 
Xn W,,#0. 
Proof The fact that D /# Y --) X implies that there exists a set of attributes W, 
in MDEP,( Y) such that Xn W,, # 0, and therefore, W,, n W= Qr and 
W,, n W= 0. If W,, 4 LMDEP,( Y), i.e., WyXe LMDEP,( Y’) for some key 
element Y’ c Y in LHS(D), then, by Lemma 52(l), since W,n W= $3 and 
WE DEP, (X), WE DEP, ( Y’), which contradicts that WE LDEP, ( Y). Thus 
W,, E LMDEP, ( Y). 1 
FACT 3. There exists an attribute A in LFDEP, (X) n LFDEP,( Y). 
Proof. Assume WE LMDEP,(X) n LMDEP,( Y); otherwise, just let A = W. 
Since D satisfies the M-intersection property, there exists a key element Z 
in LHS(D) such that D t= {X-Z, Y+Z} and WE LMDEP,(Z). Since D 
implies neither Y + X nor X + Y, Z # X and Zf Y. By Lemma 5.2(2), since 
WE LMDEP, (X) n LMDEP,(Z), Z n F’s = 0. Let A be an attribute in Z-X. 
Then A is in LFDEP,(X). So, A is in V, and therefore, A is not in Y. But A is in 
Z and D implies Y -+ Z, thus, A is in FDEP,( Y). Similarly, we can show that A 
is indeed in LFDEP,( Y). 1 
Now, we are going to show that D k Y + X, which is a contradiction. By Fact 1, 
there exists an MVD X - W,, in N such that YG XW,,, which implies that 
D k X -+ Y, and by Fact 3, there exists an attribute A in LFDEP,(X) n 
LFDEP,( Y). Since D satisfies the F-intersection property, and D k X+ Y, there 
exists a key element Z in LHS(D) such that D + X + Z, Wxue LMDEP,(Z), and 
either D + Y-+Z or AEZ. Since the MVDX+ W,, is in N, by (l), Z- W,, 
is in M-N and D + Z-+X. However, D k Y+X, so D k Y+Z, thus, A is 
contained in Z. 
If Zn W,, = 0, then by the inference rule A8, the fact that D k Y -H W,, 
Zn Wyx=O, Xn W,#@, and D k Z-X implies that D t= Y+(Xn W,), 
which contradicts Fact 2. Therefore, Zn W,,# 0. Since A E Z, D k Y + A, and 
Zn W,,#a, we have Y - W,, p s lits Z. D is extended split free, thus, there 
exists a Z, in LHS(D) such that D k Y-+ Z,, WyXe LMDEP,(Z,), and 
Z, - W,, does not split Z. Since A E Z and A n W,, = 0, A E Z,. 
If Z,n W,,# 0, then since A E Z, and A n W,,= 0, X --+t W,, splits Z,, 
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which contradicts (2) for the MVD X + W,, is in N. Therefore, Z, n W,, = %. 
By Lemma 5.2(l), the fact that W,,E LMDEP,(Z,), W,n X# @, Z,n W,,= 
la, and W,, SE W, implies W,, E MDEP, (Z,). Let W,, E LMDEP, (Z;) for 
some key element Z>s Z, in LHS(D). Then since X -+ W,, is in N, Z; + W,, 
is in M-N. By (1) D k Z’,,-+X. However, D k Y+Z,,, so D k Y+Z’, and, 
therefore, by the transitivity rule A3, D /= Y + X, which is a contradiction. 
(c) Let N,= {Z --H W/Z - W is in N and Z + W does not split V} be a 
set of MVDs. Then N,c N, and N, does not split V. Therefore, there exists a set 
of attributes V’ 2 V such that V’ E DEP,,(X). 
Assume X splits V with respect to N. Then X splits V’ with respect to N. By 
Lemma 3.1, there exists an MVD Z -++ W in N-N, such that Zn V’ = % and 
Z - W splits V’. Since Z - W is in N-N,, by the definition of N,, we have 
Z - W splits V. By (a), Z cannot be a subset of X, i.e., Z g X. 
First, we show that D k X+ Z, that is, there exists a set of attributes W,, in 
MDEP, (X) such that Z n W,, # %. Assume not, i.e., D + X+ Z, Then 
ZGXV,V,.But, V,cV’andV’nZ=%,soZzXV,.SinceZgX,ZnV,#%. 
By Lemma 5.2(3), there exists an X’ c X in LHS(D) such that D k X’ -+ Z. By the 
transitivity rule A6, D F X’ -++ W- Z, i.e., D k X’ + W, for Wn Z = 0. 
However, the fact that Z - W splits V implies that X’ - W splits V, which 
contradicts (a). 
Then, we show that there exists a set of attributes W, in (DEP,(X) n DEP, (Z)). 
Since Z - W splits V, we have W, E DEP, (Z) such that W, n ( V - Z W) # %. If 
both Wn X and W, n X are non-empty, then W, is not a single attribute for 
W, n ( V - Z W) is also non-empty, and therefore, W, E MDEP, (Z), which implies 
that Z M-splits X and contradicts the fact that D is extended conflict free. Thus there 
exists a set W, in ( W, Wz} such that Wxe DEP,(Z) and W,n X= a. Since both 
W n V and W, n V are non-empty, we have W, n V # %. Since W,, is in 
MDEP,(X) such that W,, n Z # $3 and W, E DEP,(Z) such that W, n X= 0, 
by Lemma 5.2( 1 ), we have either W, G W, or W, E DEP, (X). But the fact that 
W, n V # % and Vn W,, = % implies that W, g W,. It follows that 
W, E DEP, (X), and therefore, W, E (DEP, (X) n DEP, (Z)). 
Finally, we show that W is in LMDEP,(X). Since Wx~ (DEP,(X) n DEP,(Z)) 
and W,c V, by (b), either D /= Z-+X or ZGXV. Since Zn V=@ and Z $C X, 
we have Z g XV. Therefore, D k Z -+ X. Thus, Xn W= 0, for WE LMDEP, (Z). 
By Lemma 5.2( 1 ), since W $G W, and Xn W = 0, W is in DEP,(X). Since 
WE:LMDEP~(Z) and D j= Z+ X, D kt X -+ W. Furthermore, Wn V# @, there- 
fore, WE LMDEP,(X). 
It follows that WE LMDEP,(X) n LMDEP,(Z). Since Z - W is in N, by (I), 
D b X-+ Z, which is a contradiction. 
(d) Assume not, i.e., there exists a set of attributes Win LDEP,(X) such that 
Wn V= Qr and X - W is not in N. Then WG V, W,,, ... W,,. 
FACT 4. There exist a key element X’c X in LHS(D) and a set of attributes W 
in LMDEP, (xl) such that X n W’ # % and W- W’ # 0. 
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Proof. Since Ws Vs W,,, ... W,, there exists a set of attributes W’ in 
(DEP,(X)- LDEP,(X)) such that W’c W. Let X1 CX be a key element in 
LHS(D) such that W’ E LDEP,(X’). If D k X1 + X then for any set of attributes 
W, in MDEP,(X), W, is in MDEP,(X’), that is, LMDEP,(X)=@, which 
contradicts that XE LHS(N). Therefore, there exists a set of attributes W’ in 
MDEP,(X’) such that w’n X# 0. By Lemma 5.1, W’z V, WI *a. Wk? V. Since 
W’c W and Wn V= 0, W’# W’, i.e., W’ A W’ = 0. Therefore, W- w’ # 0. 
To finish the proof of the fact, simply assume X’ E X1 is a key element in LHS(D) 
such that W’ E LMDEP, (X’). 1 
There are two cases: 
Case 1. X’ + W’ is in N. Since W’ n X # 0 and, by (2), N does not split X, 
Xc X’ W’. By A6, the fact that X’ -++ W’ is in N, XC X’w’, and N j= X ++ W 
implies N k X -3, ( W- W’), which contradicts that WE LDEP,(X) for W - 
w,#0. 
Case 2. X’ tt w’ is in M-N. Therefore, X’ ++ w’ was deleted from M. By 
(l), there exists an MVD Z -++ W’ in N such that D + X’ -+ Z. Since Z # X’, 
x’ - Z # 0, i.e., X- ZW’ # 0. But X~J W’ # 0, thus, Z ++ W’ splits X, which 
contradicts (2). 
(4) Since LHS(N) E LHS(D), (2) implies that N is split free. We need only to 
show that N satisfies the intersection property. It is sufficient to show that for two 
distinct key elements X and Y in LHS(N), LDEP, (X) n LDEP,( Y) = 0. Assume 
not, i.e., there exist two distinct key elements X and Y in LHS(N) and a set of 
attributes W such that WE (LDEP,(X) n LDEP,( Y)). 
First, we show that neither X + W nor Y --H W is in N. By (l), at least one of 
these two dependencies is not in N. Assume the MVD X--H W is not in N. Let 
Vx= { W”I ~‘“ELDEP,(X) and X + w” is not in N}. Obviously, any attribute 
in LFDEP,(X) is also in Vx, that is, V, G V,. Then, by (3d), I/, n Wf 0, and 
by (3~) the MVD X + W does not split Vx. Therefore, T/, c XW. However, since 
V,n X= 0, we have V,G W. 
Since V, # 0, there exists a set of attributes W’ in LDEP,(X) and hence, 
W’ E v,. If w’ is in LMDEP.(X), then X + W’ was deleted from M. 
By CONVERT, LFDEP,(X) # 0. If W’ is in LFDEP, (X), obviously, 
LFDEP,(X) # 0. In both cases, LFDEP,(X) # 0, and therefore, there exists an 
attribute A in LFDEP, (X) as well as Vx. Since D k N and WE LDEP,( Y), 
D k Y ++ W. By the inference rule A8, the fact that D k Y -++ W, Xn W= 0, 
D k X + A, and A E W implies that A E FDEP,( Y). That is, there exists an 
attribute A in LFDEPJX) n FDEP, ( Y). Since A E Vx and V, c W, Y -H W is 
not in N. 
Then we show that D k X -+ Y and D k Y-+X. Because of similarity, we only 
show that D k X+ Y. Assume not, i.e., D k X-+ Y, then Yn (V, Vs) # 0. Since 
Vx-’ W and WE LDEP,( Y), Yn W= fa and therefore, Y n V, = 0. It follows 
from V, G I’, and Yn (V, V,) # $3 that Yn V,# 0. By Lemma 5.2(3), there 
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exists a key element X’c X in LHS(D) such that D k X’ -+ Y. However, 
since A E FDEP,( Y) and D k x’ + Y, D k x’ + A, which contradicts that 
A E LFDEP, (X). 
The fact that A is in (DEP,(X) n DEP,( Y)) and A is in V, implies that, by 
(3b), either D /= Y-+X or YzXV,. However, we have shown that D k Y -+ A’, 
therefore, YG XV,, which contradicts that Y p X and Yn VX= 0. 1 
Thus, if D is extended conflict free then CONVERT(D) is a conflict free set of 
MVDs; that is, the extended conflict free is a sufficient condition that the envelope 
set can be reduced to a conflict free set of MVDs by the YO-transformation. The 
following lemma shows that the desirable database scheme R with respect to 
CONVERT(D) is also desirable with respect to D; that is, the YO-transformation 
preserves the desirability. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let D be an extended conflict free set of FDs and MVDs, 
M= {X- W[XELHS(D) and WeLMDEP,(X)} be a set of MVDs, N= 
CONVERT(D) be a conflict free set of MVDs, and R is an acyclic database scheme 
such that *(R) o N. Then : 
(1) Let F= {X+AIXELHS(D) andAELFDEPD(X)}. Then D-FUN. 
(2) Let Z ++ W be an MVD in M+ such that WE MDEP,(Z). Zf the 
MVD Z * W splits some relation scheme in R, then for any relation scheme R, 2 Z 
in R, R,n W=@. 
(3) For each key element X in LHS(D) and an attribute A in LFDEP,(X), 
there exists a set FXA of FDs, where FXA = {Z + V 1 ZV = Ri for some Ri in R}, such 
that F, k X-+ A and D t= FXA. 
Proof: (1) Obviously, D ,!= Fu N. Assume X is a key element in LHS(D), W 
is a set of attributes LMDEP,(X), and V is a set of attributes in LFDEP,(X). 
To show that Fv N k D, we need to show that Fv N k X ++ W and 
Fu N k X-+ V. By the definition of F, F + X+ V for any key element X in 
LHS(D) and a set of attributes V in LFDEP,(X). Therefore, we need only to show 
that Fu N k X ++ W for each MVD X + W in M- N, which directly follows 
from Lemma 7.1(l). 
(2) Let Z -++ W be an MVD in M+ such that WE MDEP,(Z), R, be a 
relation scheme in R such that R, 2 Z and R, n W # 0, and R, be any relation 
scheme in R. We need to show that Z -++ W does not split R,. 
FACT 1. Zf Z is in LHS(D) then the MVD Z -+ W does not split any relation 
scheme Rw in R. 
Proof: Assume not, i.e., Z -++ W splits R,. Then R, n W# % and 
Rw-- ZW # 0. Without losing generality, assume the MVD Z --H W is in M. By 
Lemma 7.1( 1 ), there exists an MVD Y + W in N such that WE LMDEP,( Y). 
By Lemma 5.4, since both R, n W and R,n W are nonempty, we have 
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(R,- W)(R,- W)c Y. Since ZE Rz-- W, ZG Y. But R,-ZW#@, thus, 
ZC Y, which contradicts that WE LMDEP,( Y). 1 
Assume Z + W splits R,. Let Z,, Z2, . . . . Z, be all key elements in LHS(D) 
such that Zi c Z. Then, since WE DEP, (Z), Zi does not split W. That is, for each 
i = 1, . ..) q, there exists a set of attributes Fi in DEP,(Z,) such that WG Vi. Since 
W is in MDEP,(Z), Vi is also in MDEP,(Z,). Therefore, Fig DEP,(Zi). 
Furthermore, since Z c R, and Rz n W # 0, we have R, 2 Zi and R, n Vi # 0. 
By Fact 1, Zi + Vi does not split any relation scheme in R, and therefore, it does 
not split any relation scheme in R or any key element in LHS(D). Thus, 
R,zZiVi. 
Let M,= (Z’ ++ W’)Z’EZ in LHS(D) and W’EDEP~(Z’)}, Z,=Z, . ..Z., 
and V. = n Vi. Then WG V,. Since for each Zi -++ Wi in MZ,Zi + Wi does not 
split V, c Vi, M, does not split V,. Since R,c Zi Vi, R,G Z, V,. Therefore, 
R w E Z( V, - Z). Since the MVD Z + W splits R w, it also splits V, - Z. However, 
Z does not split V, - Z with respect to M,. Therefore, by Lemma 3.1, there exists 
an MVD X - W, in M- M, such that Xn (V,, - Z) = 0 and X + W, splits 
V,. For i= 1, . . . . q since V. z Vi, X -++ W, splits Vi. 
Now we show that X n Vi # 0. Assume not, that is, X n Vi = 0. Let r= U - Vi. 
Then Zi - P and X E p, and by the transitive rule A6 and the fact that X - W, 
is in M, Zi - ( W,-- 7). Since X - W, splits Vi, W, n Vi # 0 and 
Vi-XW,#@. We have (W,--r)nVi#@ and Vi-(W,-i7)#0, for 
V,n P= 0. It follows that Zi - W,- V splits Vi, which contradicts that Vim 
MDEP,(Zj). Since Xn Vi # 0 and Zi -++ Vi does not split any key element in 
LHS(D), XsZiVi. It follows that XGZ,I/,. The fact that XcZ, V,, and 
Xn ( V, - Z) = 0 implies that Xc Z, ( V. n Z), that is, XG Z, which contradicts 
that X - W, is not in M,. 
(3) Since XE LHS(D), by Lemma 7.1(2), N does not split X. Thus, X is a 
subset of some relation scheme in R. Let J(R) be a join tree for R, Rx%X and 
R, 2 A be relation schemes in R (they are not necessarily distinct), and P,, is a 
path from RA to R, in J(R) such that P,, is simple, and any relation scheme on 
P AX; except R, and R, , contains neither X nor A. Let PA,= R,, . . . . R,, where 
R, = R, and R, = R,, and e, = X, and ej = ( Rj, Rj, 1 > be an edge in PA, for 
1 < j<m- 1, as shown in Fig. 7.1. 
Then let FxA = { ei + Ri 1 i = 1, . . . . m} be a set of FDs obtained from the path PA,. 
Obviously, FXA b X+ A. We need to show that D k FXA. Assume not, i.e., there 
exists an integer j, 1 < j < m, such that D k ej + Rj. Therefore, there exists a set of 
attributes Wj in MDEP,(e,) such that R,n W, # 0. Since D k X+ A, by 
Cl ej k-1 
0 . . . 0 . ?? -.-c-o 
R,=RA RZ Rj Rj+l Rm-I Rm=Rx 
FIGURE 7.1 
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Lemma 5.3, D b ej + A. Since R, n Wi # a, by (2) the MVD ej -++ W, does not 
split any relation scheme in R. Therefore, both Wj and A are in DEP,(ej) and 
Wj n A = 0. Since A is in R, and the MVD ej + W, does not split R, , we have 
RI n Wj = @. Furthermore, we also have that Rj n W, # 0, so there exists an edge 
ek= (Rk, Rk+i >, where 1 <k < j, on the path from R, to R, in J(R) such that 
R,n W,=fa and Rkfl n WI # 0, and therefore, ek n W, = 0. Since the path P,, 
is simple, ek p ej, that is, ek -elf 0. SinCe ek ERk+, and ek n W,= 0, 
R k+ , - ej Wj # 0. It follows that the MVD ej + Wj splits R, + , , which contradicts 
(2), for Rj n W, # 0 and ejz R,. 1 
Now we are in the position to prove Proposition 6.1. 
Proof of Proposition 6.1. Lemma 6.2 provides the proof of the only if part of 
Proposition 6.1. Assume D is extended conflict free and R is an acyclic database 
scheme such that *(R) o CONVERT(D). 
First, we show that R is in 4NF with respect to D. Assume not, then there exist 
a set of attributes X, a set of attributes W in MDEP,(X), and a relation scheme 
Ri in R such that Xc Rj and X ++ W splits Ri with respect to D, which contradicts 
Lemma 7.2(2). 
Now, we show that R preserves D. Let F, = {X+ A 1 XE LHS(D) and 
A E LFDEP,(X)} be a set of FDs, and F be the union of FXAr as defined in 
Lemma 7.2(3), for each key element X in LHS(D) and an attribute A in 
LFDEP, (X). By Lemma 7.2(3), D + Fu N and F k F,. However, by (1 ), 
D o F, u N, therefore, D o F u N. It follows that R is desirable with respect to D; 
that is, R is an acyclic, 4NF, dependency preserving database scheme with respect 
to D. 1 
Proposition 2.1 is a special version of Proposition 6.1, since when D contains 
MVDs only D is extended conflict free if and only if D is conflict free. The following 
corollary addresses another extreme situation which directly follows from 
Proposition 6.1, i.e., when D contains FDs only. 
COROLLARY 7.3. Let F he a set of FDs. There exists an acyclic BCNF 
dependency preserving database scheme with respect to F if and only if F has an 
extended conflict free cover. 
Given a set D of dependencies determining whether D is extended conflict free 
requires polynomial time in the size of D, since dependency basis for D can be com- 
puted in polynomial time [Gal. Therefore, it is easy to determine whether there 
exists a desirable database scheme. Furthermore, since Function CONVERT runs 
efficiently, if D is extended conflict free, a desirable database scheme can be found 
in polynomial time. Note that, the above corollary does not contradict the results 
of [BB] on the unlikelihood of finding a dependency BCNF database scheme in 
polynomial time, since in [BB] acyclicity is not considered. 
When a given set D of FDs and MVDs does not have an extended conflict free 
cover, by Proposition 6.1, there is no desirable database scheme with respect to D. 
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However, if the envelope set E(D) of D is split free, then, by untilizing the previous 
results [YOl], there exists an acyclic, 4NF database scheme R with respect to D, 
but R does not preserve D. 
8. CONCLUSION 
We have presented a one-to-one mapping between sets of FDs and MVDs and 
sets of right reduced MVDs such that any set D of FDs and MVDs can be fully 
represented by a set of right reduced MVDs without loss of any information. Such 
a representation can be used for relational database design as well as in other 
contexts in database theory. 
We have defined an extended conflict free set of dependencies and shown that 
there exists a desirable database scheme if and only if the given set of dependencies 
has an extended conflict free cover. This result satisfactorily reveals the relationship 
between desirable database schemes and dependencies, which was an interesting 
open problem in the literature, drawing the attention of many researchers. Further- 
more, if the given set of dependencies is extended conflict free, we present an 
algorithm to find a desirable database scheme in polynomial time. 
A set of FDs and MVDs may not be extended conflict free but may have an 
extended conflict free cover. Proposition 6.1 states that there also exists a desirable 
database scheme with respect to such a set FDs and MVDs. Finding an extended 
conflict free cover for a set of FDs and MVDs, if one exists, is an interesting 
problem for future research. Please note that, in the context of only MVDs, the 
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a desirable database scheme 
is that the set of MVDs have a conflict free cover [BFMY]. The problem of deter- 
mining the conflict free cover of a set of MVDs has been solved in [OY2] by intro- 
ducing the minimal cover, based on reduced MVDs. That is, a set of MVDs has a 
conflict free cover if and only if its minimal cover is conflict free. Furthermore, a 
polynomial algorithm to find a minimal cover for a set of MVDs has also been 
given [OY2]. We expect that an extended conflict free cover of a set of FDs and 
MVDs, if one exists, can be obtained by extending the results in [OYl, OY2]. 
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